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In my [enter # years] years in business, I’ve learned more from reading [author 
first name]’s book than from many other business experts and gurus. Whether 
you’re just starting out in business or a longtime executive, you’ll find value in 
reading this book. 

It’s not easy to impress me, but [author first name] blew my mind. I don’t care 
what your excuses are—read this book, then try to explain why you can’t make 
your business goals and dreams come true! 

[Author name] is a rare breed of entrepreneurs who doesn’t hold back. [His/her] 
knowledge runs deep and [his/her] [specific writing talent like humor, 
engagement, etc.] is delightful. Allow [him/her] to speak to your life and business 
and [he/she] will help you move toward a level of success you’ve never imagined. 

[Book Title] is a must-read for anyone in business, whether you’re trying to run a 
business or trying to run your life. 

I love [Book Title]. It’s filled with simple steps you can put to use immediately. If 
you want your business to profit and grow, this book is a must-read! 

[Book Title] is pure wisdom straight from the mouth of someone who has reached 
the goals you’re working so hard to achieve. While other books have insights, 
this book gives you the straight-up truth from one who has actually done it. Stop 
looking for better information—you’ll find it right here! 

[Book Title] is the complete guide to [benefit #1], [benefit #2], and [benefit #3]. It’s 
my newest “textbook” for success! 

Wow! I wish this book had been available when I first started my business! It 
would have saved me thousands of dollars and hours of wasted time. This 
should be required reading for all [target market]. 

[Author name] has performed a great service to [target market] and those who 
are sincerely seeking how to be a success in business. 

With wisdom, [author name] shares [his/her] experience in a practical way. You 
will be able to immediately [benefit/result] by implementing [his/her] advice in 
your business. This is a must-read for anyone who’s serious about leveling up. 

[Author first name] possesses the ability to deliver a clear road map that will 
enable you to get precise results, over and over again. Follow [his/her] advice for 
[book topic] and you’ll discover a whole new level of success. 

[Author first name] couldn’t have made the path to business success more simple 
or clear. [Book title] is a step-by-step guide to [benefit #1], [benefit #2], and 
[benefit #3]. Read this book now and watch your bottom line soar! 
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[Author name] has hit a home run! [Book Title] is a quick, fast, and fun read. It will 
inspire you to [benefit/result]. 

With [Book Title], [author name] demonstrated how to [book topic]. If you’re 
serious about [result/benefit], read this book and apply its golden knowledge. 

This book is a definite must-read for anyone serious about achieving the dream 
of building a successful business! [Author name] cuts through the fluff and gets 
down to the details of how to [benefit/result]. 

[Author name] does it again! [Book Title] will get you moving in the direction of 
your dreams—fast! 

[Author name] is a master instructor when it comes to [book topic] and becoming 
extremely successful with your business. In this book, [he/she] tells you how you 
can do both, and [his/her] formula is easy enough for anyone to follow. If you’ve 
been searching for a way to [benefit], read this book! 

[Author name] has written the definitive guide for [book topic]. [Book Title] is filled 
with proven strategies and detailed steps to [benefit/result]. Every [target market 
such as entrepreneurs, solopreneurs, authors, etc.], beginner or experienced pro, 
should read this book. 

[Book Title] eliminates excuses and provides [benefit/result]. If [author name or 
case study name] can do it, so can you! 

If you want to [book topic or benefit]—read this book. If you already have [same 
book topic or benefit] and want to increase your results and impact more 
people—read this book! This book is more than a simple guide. It’s a step-by-
step blueprint about how to [book topic]. 

[Book Title] is the first business book I’ve ever read that I expect to re-read and 
refer to all my colleagues, business partners, and customers. 

This is not just another [book topic] manual. This book is a powerful tool that 
makes the process of becoming a successful [target market] fun and an 
inspiration to those around you. Opportunities exist everywhere, and the first one 
is [Book Title]. Every [target market] who wants an extraordinary business should 
read this book! 

[Book Title] energized me and I clearly see the potential of applying these steps 
to my business. [Author name] has captured the path to [benefit] through this 
book and its message. 
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This book is unique! Every paragraph of [Book Title] has a nugget of insight 
tucked within it—and sometimes more than one. My warning to anyone who 
embarks on reading this book: You’ll want to highlight every line on each page! 

[Author name] has truly captured the heart of [target market] in her book, [Book 
Title]. With each chapter I read, I thought, “Wow! That’s so true!” Thank you for 
the inspiration, [author first name]! 

[Book Title] contains new ideas laid out in an easy-to-understand way. I highly 
recommend this book for any business owner! 

When I read [Book Title], I was shocked. [Author name] understands the 
principles behind [book topic] and is a master at [benefit] so anyone can follow 
[his/her] steps to duplicate it. Get this book and read it over and over. It will be 
worth thousands to those who follow its steps! 

[Book Title] is not full of smoke and mirrors. It’s real, down-to-earth principles that 
will show you how to [benefit #1]. Follow the simple steps in this book and you’ll 
be able to [benefit #2] and [benefit #3]. 

[Book Title] will introduce you to a unique approach to [book topic] and help you 
discover just how you can [benefit #1] and [benefit #2]. 

This is a powerful book. When [author name] writes about [book topic] and 
[benefit], you better wake up and pay attention. [Book Title] will get your 
adrenaline pumping and motivate you to take action! 

[Book Title] changed my life. It literally saved my business and brought me 
success in areas I never dreamed I’d reach. Thank you, [author name], for 
sharing your insights and wisdom! 

This book has changed the way I do business. Not only did it make my business 
more enjoyable, it also [benefit #1], [benefit #2], and [benefit #3]. 

If you’re ready to make a commitment to make something great happen, [author 
name]’s book, [Book Title], is a great place to start. I’ve never read a book about 
[book topic] that’s as packed with hands-on step-by-step information as this one. 
This book should be required reading for anyone in business! 
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